domain. Models of the unbound p21RE, which were selected using the measured distances from a large pool generated by Monte-Carlo simulations, reveal major conformational changes at the half-site interface as compared to the bound DNA reported in a crystal structure. These results shed light on the mechanism of DNA recognition by p53.
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The organization of DNA in nucleosome core particles (NCP) is understood to play crucial regulatory roles in transcription, replication, recombination and repair. High resolution crystal structures deliver detailed snapshots of the NCP in its most stable conformations and reveal thousands of electrostatic interactions that mediate the stability of NCPs. However, many of the techniques that have been applied thus far are ill-suited for directly monitoring the intermediary and dissociated conformations of the NCP. To this end, we applied small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) - a powerful technique for delivering low resolution structural details of biological molecules. Since SAXS studies of protein-nucleic acid complexes are complicated by the differences in scattering lengths between proteins and nucleic acids, we applied a contrast variation approach where we matched the solvent and protein contrasts to effectively probe the DNA component of the NCP alone. We systematically modulated the electrostatic interactions by adjusting the salt concentration of the solvent and visualized the conformational transition of the DNA from a bound to unbound state during NCP disassembly.
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Argonaute (Ago) is the catalytic core of small RNA-based gene regulation. Despite a plenty of mechanistic studies on Ago, the dynamical aspects and the mechanistic determinants of target binding and dissociation of Ago-guide remain unclear. Here, by using single-molecule fluorescence resonance transfer (FRET) assays and Thermus thermophilus Ago, we reveal that Ago-guide dynamically associates and dissociates with a target, and that different regions of guide-target base pairing are responsible for different steps of target recognition by Ago-guide. In addition, we show that the 3’-end of the guide strand dynamically anchors at and releases from the PAZ domain of Ago, and that the 3’-end of the guide strand dynamically associates and dissociates with a target, and that different regions of guide-target base pairing are responsible for different steps of target recognition by Ago-guide. Collectively, our results implicate that the target binding/dissociation of Ago-guide is executed through the dynamic interplays among Ago, guide, and target.
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Retroviral nucleocapsid (NC) proteins are nucleic acid chaperones that play a key role in the viral life cycle, including reverse transcription, where NC destabilizes the transcriptional response RNA (TAR RNA) hairpin. To quantify the interaction of HIV-1 NC and TAR RNA, we use optical tweezers to exert tension upon the free ends of an individual TAR hairpin, forcing the hairpin open and then allowing it to close. We combine force-ramp experiments with a new analytical technique that quantitatively characterizes the energy landscape of equilibrium and non-equilibrium TAR hairpin unfolding and folding. We use the pulling rate dependence of the unfolding force to determine the distance to the transition state for this complex. This measurement reveals that to cause complete TAR unfolding, it is sufficient to unzip 10 bp of the 24 bp TAR hairpin stem in the absence of NC but only 5 bp of 24 in the presence of NC. Extrapolation of the measured TAR opening rate to zero pulling rate yields nearly 1000-fold faster opening with NC, equivalent to a decrease in the TAR opening barrier of 4.2 +/- 0.2 kcal/mol. Furthermore, equilibrium and complementary non-equilibrium TAR unfolding measurements using Crooks fluctuation theorem show that NC lowers the overall free energy of hairpin opening by 8.5 +/- 0.3 kcal/mol. These results demonstrate that NC destabilizes every nucleic acid base pair by strongly facilitating nucleic acid opening. This work was funded in part by Federal Funds from NCI, NIH under contract HHSN26120080001E (RJG).
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Topoisomerases modify and regulate the topology of cellular DNA and are essential for successful cell division and other DNA metabolism processes. Type I topoisomerases are ATP-independent and cut one strand of DNA in order to relax supercoils. Type II topoisomerases are ATP-dependent and pass a duplex DNA segment through a transient double-stranded cut in a second DNA segment to change levels of supercoils, knots, or catenanes. Whereas type I topoisomerases simplify DNA topology towards thermal equilibrium, type II enzymes can simplify DNA topology to levels below thermal equilibrium. This obeys thermodynamic laws because ATP is hydrolyzed in the process, but the mechanism by which type II topoisomerases acting on the nanometer scale are able to detect and simplify the global topology of DNA on a much larger scale is not yet known. We propose and test a model to explain non-equilibrium topology simplification by type II topoisomerases in which the enzyme affinity increases in proportion with the DNA linking number. E. Coli Topo IV has a higher binding affinity for negatively supercoiled DNA than for relaxed DNA, but the general relationship between linking number and affinity has not been established for type II topoisomerases. To determine the linking number dependent-binding affinity and to test the validity of the proposed model, we developed a method to measure the relative binding affinity of type II topoisomerases to different DNA topoisomers. The results of these measurements, in conjunction with computer simulations, permit a sensitive test of the proposed non-equilibrium topology simplification model.
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Bacteria and archaea maintain a history of viral infections by integrating small forward-facing or self-targeting CRISPR complexes into their genomes to identify and destroy complementary viral DNA sequences. DNA targeting by crRNA/Cas ribonucleoprotein surveillance complexes proceeds via RNA-DNA base-pairing interactions and requires melting of the double-stranded substrate, as well as protein-mediated recognition of a proximal DNA sequence motif to discriminate self from non-self. How these complexes find short target sequences within the larger context of genomic DNA is unknown, and prior studies have been limited by their use of oligonucleotide substrates and dependence on bulk electrophoretic mobility shift assays that obscure all dynamics of the search process. To gain deeper insights into this critical step of CRISPR/Cas based immunity, we are using fluorescence microscopy to visualize single crRNA/Cas complexes on nanofabricated curvatures of viral DNA in real-time. These experiments enable direct observation of the kinetics and position-dependence of DNA binding, and have revealed the mechanism by which phylogenetically distinct surveillance complexes use sequence information in the crRNA to locate complementary DNA targets. Ongoing work is aimed at understanding how this recognition event promotes destruction of viral DNA by dedicated Cas nucleases.
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Allostery is well-documented for proteins but less recognized for DNA-protein interactions, in which DNA has been often considered as a mere template